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From the Editors
Welcome to our inaugural issue of the Ponderosa Gazette
We'd like to take this opportunity to welcome you to our new publication. The idea of an e-zine is something that we have
been working on for a long time. Finally, we have been able to put the pieces together and bring you what we think is a
quality publication, just in time to celebrate Bonanza's 50th Anniversary on television!
When David Dortort started BONANZA in 1959, little did he realize just how popular his western would become. Fifty
years and fourteen seasons later, BONANZA remains a part of televison and pop culture. Not many television programs
can boast that distinction!
Today, thanks to the internet, BONANZA fans from around the world have formed lasting friendships while discussing a
show that they all have come to enjoy - and just how wonderful is that?
Whether you are a member of our website or not does not matter. The Ponderosa Gazette is for the fans of BONANZA,
by the fans of BONANZA. We invite long-time fans and new fans to peruse our pages and see what we have to offer.
We do not think you will be disappointed!
We wish to extend our sincerest thanks to the contributors to our first issue. Without you, we wouldn't be here! The
contributions of your time and talent are very much appreciated. Thanks also goes to you, our readers, for taking the
time to read what we've put together. Please feel free to email us with your thoughts...we need your feedback! As
Bonanza fans ourselves, we know that the fandom is definitely an opinionated one!
Our plan is to eventually offer Ponderosa Gazette on a quarterly basis. To that end, we are always looking for new
contributors. Please don't be shy; if you have a story that you would like to share, please contact one of us. Every
contribution is welcomed and appreciated! So if you have a BONANZA collection you'd like to share, a hobby that you've
tied in with BONANZA, a story relating to our favorite show...anything BONANZA related that you'd like to share with
fellow enthusiasts...this is the place!
We’re also looking for first time writers to contribute. If you have been nervous to publish elsewhere then this is place for
you to give it a go.
So whether you are enjoying winter or summer, we invite all of you to sit back, grab a cup of your favorite beverage and
relax as you read what our talented authors bring to you today in our first Ponderosa Gazette.
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What Bonanza Means to Me
by Lynne Coulson
It started with a horse, not perhaps the most obvious thing with which to start a love affair. However, it has lasted nearly fifty
years, and everything has to start somewhere, so why not with a horse? I was six years old and crazy about Western shows, a
love that I had inherited from my father. Whenever there was a Western film, or a new series, depicting the Wild West, on
television, you would find Daddy and me, glued to the screen. I would either be sat on his lap, or, when the cowboys were riding
across the plains, sitting astride the arm of his armchair, using his tie as my reins.
This was how it was when BONANZA first arrived on British shores. I had no idea what a BONANZA was and I don't think
Daddy did, either, but there were cowboys and Indians in it, and so we
lapped it up. We only had a black and white television back then; in fact
we hadn't had television for very long at all. Therefore, it made no
difference to us that this was the first Western series made in colour,
but it soon became apparent that this one was a cut above the rest.
As I have already said, I was first attracted to the horse, Little Joe's
horse, that is, and was happy just to look at Cochise. However, I soon
began to notice the curly haired boy, who rode that horse, and thought
he was wonderful. At six years old I didn't fancy him, but I wanted to be
him (I was a real tomboy) or wanted him for my brother or best friend, as
he seemed to have such a great life. He also had an incredible family
and this was the X factor, the thing that made BONANZA stand out from
the other shows. It was about a family, one that stayed put and so we
saw them each week, working on their land and living in their house
and most importantly, caring for each other. Up until then, most
Westerns, good as they were, usually centered on one man, who was a
loner, drifting from town to town, righting wrongs and then moving on.
But BONANZA changed all that and we tuned in each week to see
regular characters, who we grew fond of and wanted to know more
about.
From that point on I was hooked and I did my best to always be home to watch the show. The next day in the park, my friends
and I would act out the episode, with me always playing Little Joe. The rocking horse became Cochise; it was painted blue, but
what did I care? I 'rode' that horse all over the Ponderosa and dreamed of one day doing so for real, with Little Joe next to me.
Of course, as this was in the days before VCRs, I'm sure I did miss a few, but not many. I even changed the day of my first
proper date with my husband to be, as I didn't want to miss BONANZA, so you can see how important the show was to me.
BONANZA ended its fourteen-year run around the time that I got married and soon just became a fond, childhood memory. I
had collected some magazines and annuals during the years it was on TV, but when I married, my mother destroyed them all,
even though I had asked her to store them for me, until my husband and I moved into our own home.
So that was it; I sometimes used to think about the show and
smile to myself about the almighty crush I'd had on Little
Joe, in my teens. I even recalled a story I had started when I
was fourteen, but never finished, as my mother had found it
and laughed at me for writing it. But, in my day to day life, I
very rarely thought about the Cartwrights; I was too busy
being a wife and mother. The only time I did think about
them was when we were choosing names for the children.
As a teenager, I had always wanted four sons and told
anyone who asked, and a few who didn't, that they were
going to be called Benjamin, Joseph, Thaddeus and
Joshua; the first two for the Cartwrights, the second two for
the characters in Alias Smith and Jones. I did suggest to
my husband that we called our first born Benjamin and he
was happy about that. I never told him why, but 'Ben' was a
girl and became Erin, instead. When child no. 2 was on the
way, I was leaning towards Joseph, rather than Ben, and
quite liked the idea of having my own Little Joe, but this one
was a girl too, and so was named Amy.
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Then, nearly at the end of the 70's, I looked in the TV guide one day and there, staring back at me, was the immortal word
BONANZA. Funny how when you see a familiar word, it seems to almost jump off the page at you, isn't it? I couldn't believe it
and started leaping up and down and singing the theme tune. My two little girls thought that Mummy had finally flipped. Even
when I explained to them what all the fuss was about, they weren't convinced that it wasn't time to call in the men with white
coats, but they humoured me, and watched it. It was later episodes and so no Adam, but I told the girls about him and I think it
only made them even more certain that Mummy had lost the plot. Not only was she raving about an old TV show, but she kept
talking about someone who wasn't even in it! Erin likes Westerns and so enjoyed it, but Amy didn't, where did I go wrong? and
so she usually found a way to avoid viewing with me. However, when the BBC showed a few more episodes, in the early to mid
80's, we had a VCR, and I taped some of them. The only one, which Amy would watch, was The Bucket Dog, as she loved the
red setter that was in it. Must run in the family; I started watching because of a horse, she did, because of a dog.
Then, once again, we hit a lull and had no episodes on TV. I
would get out my tapes, every now and again, and watch
the boys, but that was the only time I thought about
BONANZA.
In 1988, against all odds, I became pregnant, with my third
child. When I found out I was expecting, I was so shocked
and thrilled, that I didn't even think about the sex of the
baby or its name. However, once I was calmer, I said to my
husband that if we had a boy, he was going to be called
Joseph. He agreed, didn't have any choice, really, and on
Jan 4th 1989 my Little Joe was born, although I never call
him that, I mostly call him Joseph. Unlike when Ben says it,
my Joseph doesn't think he's in trouble when being
addressed by his full name.
Time moved on and we received the devastating news that
Michael Landon had cancer and was only likely to live for a
few more months. The deaths of Dan and Lorne had
affected me, but not as much as when I heard about my
darling Little Joe. I followed him when BONANZA finished, and enjoyed watching him as a Pa in Little House on the Prairie
and as an angel in Highway to Heaven. But to me he was always Little Joe, the cheeky, impetuous, youngest Cartwright son
and when he died, I felt that a part of me died too.
Around this time, my husband left me and my main concern, for the next few years, was keeping a roof over my children's
heads and food on the table, as he deserted us, financially, as well as physically. Just like Ben, not through choice, I had
become a lone parent. I was bringing up three children, by myself, and I often wished, during that time, that I had been as wise
as he was, or that I at least had his scriptwriters, to be able to put right all my troubles, in 50 minutes. My own beloved father,
who was very much like Ben, being the same build, with grey, wavy hair and deep, chocolate brown eyes, had been dead for
ten years, and I missed him very much, as I struggled to raise my kids. There were times when, just like Little Joe, I really
needed a hug from Pa.
Around nine years ago, things were beginning to look a bit brighter for me. The girls were both grown up and Joseph was about
to move to the high school, and was not so dependent on me, as he had been. I had purchased a computer, the year before,
mainly for Joseph to use for his homework. We'd had the internet installed, but I never used it. Truth to tell, I was scared of it,
and looked upon the computer as an alien glaring at me from the
corner of my room.
One day, in early January 2000, Erin decided that it was about
time I caught up with modern technology. She led me to the
computer, with me practically kicking and screaming,
connected it to the internet and told me to type in anything I
liked. She said the computer would find it for me. Guess what I
typed in? After all those years, the first word I thought of was
BONANZA and the response was overwhelming. I never
realised the number of people who still loved the show; I was
convinced that I was the only one left. I discovered fanfic and
within three months had submitted my first story, the first thing,
apart from a letter or a shopping list, that I had written since
leaving school, more than thirty years before.
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Around the same time, I succumbed to my daughter's pleas, and had satellite TV installed. The way she persuaded me was by
telling me that one of the channels was showing BONANZA, and it was the early episodes, the ones I hadn't seen for nearly 40
years. Finally, I was able to show my girls that Adam really did exist and Erin fell for him, big time. So much so, that when I
attended my first BONANZA mini convention, on the south coast of England, in August 2001, Erin came with me. I think she did
so, to protect me, as much as to drool over Adam pictures and episodes, as I was meeting up with around twenty women whom
I only knew through the internet. Perhaps they were going to be a group of loonies, intent on something sinister? I'm pleased to
say that they weren't, in fact they were the nicest bunch of people I had ever met, and from that first meeting, strong friendships
have grown. This has got to be one of the best things that has come out of me discovering BONANZA on the net; the friendships
I have made.
When I first surfed the 'net, back in 2000, I admit that I was a lonely woman. Ill health meant that I was unable to work much,
outside the home, and that money was in short supply. I had channeled all my energies into raising the children, and had no
social life, to speak of. The children were old enough to pursue their own hobbies and go out with their friends, and I was often in
the house alone, filling up the hours watching mind numbing shows on the TV. Now, because of my love of BONANZA, I write
fanfic and 'talk' to my fellow fans, all over the world. We enjoy regular get togethers, where we can talk about our 'boys', take
part in quizzes, to test our knowledge, and rewind the best bits of episodes, to our heart's content. There have even been
conventions held at Lake Tahoe, Nevada, where the Cartwright family lived and worked over 150 years ago, and we now have
our own magazine. Mr. Dortort, the creator of the series, endorses these enterprises and is happy to give his support, as he is
thrilled that the show is still so popular. Most of us are of a similar age and have loved the show since it began, but there is also a
growing group of younger generation fans, who discovered BONANZA on satellite TV, or watched it because their parents did.
My own son has written fanfic and has helped with the Bonanzabrit web site, being much more knowledgeable about
computers, than I am. It is heartening to know that this new blood will carry on waving the banner when the rest of us are riding
across the Ponderosa in the sky.

Map of the Ponderosa Copyright (c) 2009 Bonanza Ventures Inc and NBC Universal Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Spotlight on...
Deborah Grant

1. How long have you been a fan of BONANZA?
I've been a fan since April 7, 1963 when My Brother's Keeper aired. It was the second episode of BONANZA I ever saw,
and after seeing it, I was hooked.
2. Who is your favorite character and why?
Adam has always been my favorite character. When I was a little girl, he was my favorite because we were both the
oldest sibling in our families, and we both liked to read. I did think he was handsome. Then after not watching BONANZA
for several years, I rediscovered it in reruns when I was in college and gained a whole new appreciation of Adam.
3. Are you a fan fic author and if so, how many stories have you authored and where can they be found?
Yes, I am a fan fic author. I have written 22 total stories so far. Five are prequels, one is a Christmas story and 15 are
part of a series of stories about Adam living in the outback of Australia.
My Adam in the Outback series came about because I wanted to create a plausible explanation for why Adam didn't
return to the Ponderosa. I saw the sequel movie, Bonanza: The Return and it had one idea that really appealed to meAdam owning a mining company in Australia. I remembered how enthusiastic Adam was working on engineering projects
in The Philip Deidesheimer Story and The Mill. I also remembered he mentioned studying mining theory in The Crucible.
However, Adam could have established a mining company in Nevada. I needed a compelling reason for him to settle in
Australia, and I realized a wife might be the catalyst for his decision. I decided his wife would be Australian and come
from a very close knit family. For her sake, he chose to settle in Australia.
The series has spanned 31 years so far. I am currently working on the sixteenth and final story. At a friend's suggestion,
I also wrote one story to show what Adam's life might have been like if he brought his wife back to the Ponderosa.
My stories can be found in the libraries at Bonanza Brand, Bonanza World, and Legacy.
4. Do you have a favorite episode and/or season?
Yes, I have a three way tie for favorite episode: The Philip Deidesheimer Story from season 1, The Crucible from season
3, and The Hayburner from season 4. I don't have a favorite season.
5. Is there a guest character you are particularly fond of?
Yes, Philipp Deidesheimer (that's how he spelled his name), who was portrayed by John Beal.

...cont
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6. Do you have any hobbies?
I would have to say writing my fan fic is my hobby.
7. Any other western TV shows that you have enjoyed?
Yes, I enjoyed Wagon Train and The High Chaparral.
8. Are there any current TV shows that you enjoy watching?
Yes, I currently enjoy the drama, The Mentalist, and the comedy, The Big Bang Theory, both on CBS.
9. Do you enjoy traveling? If so, where are some of the places you have traveled?
Yes, I do enjoy traveling. I have traveled to London, Paris, Barcelona, Madrid, The Hague, Delft, and Amsterdam. In the
U.S., I've visited NYC, Bar Harbor, ME, Plymouth, MA, Williamsburg, VA and Charleston, SC. I've also traveled in
Ontario, Canada. It would be fun to visit Virginia City and also Cloncurry, Queensland since I've written so much about it.
10. What are your favorite movies?
All about Eve and The Lord of the Rings trilogy.
11. What is the name of the last book you have read?
I just reread an old favorite, The Lantern Bearers.
12. Have you met in real life any of your fellow BONANZA fans that you have met through the BONANZA
community?
Yes! I first met Marie (Adams_lover). We live near each other and started having lunch with each other once a month. We
then found out that Linda (LindaLS) lived near us and now all three of us meet once a month for lunch. Another fan who
lives near me and with whom I've had lunch is JC. When I was in Charleston, I spent time with Lis and Hossfly.
13. Do you have any pets?
Yes, I have two feline children: OJ and Mignonne.
14. Have you ever visited any ranches and/or ridden any horses?
No, I have not been to any ranches, but I sat on the back of a pony as a small child. It was one that was hooked up and
took you around in a circle. I have also been on a horse that knew exactly where he was supposed to go, so I can't really
say I rode him; he basically took me for a ride.
15. Is there any BONANZA character that you love to hate?
Yes, Clarence Bolling (Herschel Bernardi) from The Smiler and William Poole (Simon Oakland) from Thunder Man. They
are both just plain creepy. And of course, the psychotic Peter Kane (Lee Marvin) from The Crucible.
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A Horse of a Different Hue

by Rona Young

A bit like the song from The Wizard of Oz says, each Cartwright has a horse of a different colour. But have you noticed how
many horses there are that guest star in many episodes without a single credit?
Let's start with the Cartwrights' horses. It's not so easy to spot the differences between the various Sports and Chubbs. The
main Chubb was a lovely black gelding, with three stockings and a thin white blaze. One of the other Chubbs had two black
legs on its near side and a stocking on his off-side back leg and a sock on the offside front leg. Another had black legs and a
star and a fourth had four white socks and a slightly broader blaze.
Sport was slightly different. There were at least two Sports. Both bright chestnuts with red manes, they both had a wide blaze
down their faces. The difference was in the markings on the legs.
One Sport had four white stockings, while the other had two
stockings on his back legs and a single sock at the front. Both horses
were overly inclined to throw their heads around, especially when
being ridden by Adam. It was interesting to note that Sport (the one
with two stockings and a sock) didn't indulge in so much head tossing
when Joe rode him in The Crucible.
It would seem at first glance that there was only one Buck. The big
dun horse was very laid back and frequently had his eyes almost shut
and his black-tipped ears relaxed. In fact, it sometimes seemed that
Buck was slipped something to keep him quiet. (It is well known that
Lorne Greene wasn't too keen on horses!) When Buck canters, it
looks as though his legs aren't hinged correctly! They appear to go in
different directions! But look carefully. In The Gift, Buck has a curly,
mottled, coat, which is not caused by the horse sweating. It is
sometimes caused by a condition caused Cushing's Disease, but
this horse appears to have a natural curl in its coat. In fact, there is a
photo in existence, taken on the BONANZA set during the making of
The Spitfire, where two Bucks can be clearly seen.
It is on record that there were 13 different horses that played Cochise, Joe's mount, some of them as stunt doubles. As the
most visually distinctive of the four mounts, it is easy to spot the different horses. Sadly, the original Cochise, with the black tail
and white snip on the right hand side of his neck, was attacked in the
stable and had to be put down. But even before this sad demise, it was
possible to spot other 'Cochises'.
Usually seen in stock shots, but also seen in Death on Sun Mountain
carrying Glory and Joe, is the grey and white pinto. One, very similar to
the original, was used only in the episode Marie My Love, when it was
required to fall. The next one regularly seen had a half-black tail. It is
very distinctive, as the black part is at the bottom, and comes from allwhite hind quarters! It can be seen in the opening scene of My Brother’s
Keeper.
A mostly black horse with small snips of white on its face can be seen
often, as it stars in the credits for several seasons. Another one, very
similar to the original Cochise had a broad white blaze running down its
face. Its mane was mostly white, but black in the middle and it had a
black tail coming from a white rump. It quite often looked common
enough to be pulling a gypsy caravan! It appeared in The Jonah.
Cochise number seven had a black head with some white and more black around the hind quarters than some of its mates. It
wasn't used very often, but can be seen in Sense of Duty. Another very distinctive horse had a black face with two large white
patches on it, a white mane and black tail. It was seen in several episodes including All Ye His Saints and Something Hurt,
Something Wild.
As seen in Desperate Passage and Showdown at Tahoe, one Cochise had a white blaze, white mane and white tail, although
it had a black rump. In Different Pines, Same Wind, Joe is riding a Cochise with a black face with two small white snips, and a
two-toned mane and tail. Unlike the earlier model, this one only has the lowest section of his tail black. Starring in The Stallion,
along with the black horse of the title, and Thornton's Account was a Cochise with a white rump with a distinctive black splotch
beside his tail.
Ponderosa Gazette Edition 1 - January 2009
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Seen in Bushwhacked! and The Prisoners, Joe rode a
horse with a big star on its face and half-black front legs.
Also in Bushwhacked! was the horse brought in to pull
Joe on the travois. It had one black haunch and one white
one.
You seldom saw Chubb, Buck and Sport loaned out, but
Cochise did sterling service whenever the Indians came
on the scene, most notably in the wonderful Second
Chance, where he popped up several times with different
Indians on his back!
Despite what some fan fiction writers may think, Cochise,
like the other horses used on the show, was a gelding!
Ben assured Joe that 'she' was all right after the fall in
Marie My Love, but when the horse is on the ground, it
can clearly be seen that Cochise has the necessary bits
to prove he is a boy! Poor Ben was stressed, and wasn't
quite paying as much attention to his diction as usual.
Quite understandable when he's just seen his accidentprone youngest son have a bad fall in the front yard! This
was the only occasion when Cochise is referred to as a girl. In The Crucible, Joe says "I won't be able to ride HIM for a while,"
when Cochise has split his hoof.
In Second Chance we are introduced to a War Bonnet Medicine Hat horse, too. This unusual and rare pinto (there is one
Medicine Hat born every estimated 10,000 pinto horse births and a War Bonnet Medicine Hat is even rarer than that) has
coloured ears, a patch on its chest and under its belly. It can be clearly seen in the shot where the Indians first start chasing Joe
and Hoss, just before Joe is shot by the arrow. The War Bonnet can be seen in Desperate Passage, too, where Joe leaps onto
its back (how handy that it is bridled!) and rides off to give cover to Candy, Tanner and Mary Burns.
In The Gift, we are introduced to the large white horse that can also be seen in Song in the Dark. It is singularly unattractive,
but can rear beautifully on order. It reappears briefly in Mirror of a Man, being the 'Arab' stallion that Joe is sent to collect. It
appears to be part-Arab, but goodness knows what the other part was.
Sometimes, a horse can be seen working for the good guys and the bad guys - and sometimes in the same episode! There is a
dark liver chestnut horse with a bushy mane that pops up in The Lonely House and can be seen again in Amigo. It gets an
outing as a mount for Roy Coffee, too. Also starring in Amigo - on both sides of the law - is a chestnut with a curious blaze,
shaped rather like a back-to-front question mark. It can be seen being ridden by the posse and by Mosquito, from Cap
Fenner's band.
The horse that appears most often is a beautiful black part-Arab
with a small star between its eyes. It is first seen in The Friendship,
where Joe is unceremoniously tipped from its back in the opening
sequence. Poor Concho, as he is then called, is later nursed back
to health by Danny and Joe, while proving what a wonderful
equine actor it is by groaning regularly. It repeats this feat in The
Gentle Ones, where it is cruelly tied to a tree and hobbled. It is the
spirited Jupiter in The Way of Aaron, when Adam is the one to calm
it. It is seen as a wild stallion again in The Sure Thing, this time
going under the name of Baranca. In Quality of Mercy, it is Beauty,
the lame horse that Hoss is working on and again shows its acting
credentials as it hobbles pitifully around the corral, and then rears
to order at the end, when it is healed. It appears in the episode The
Lonely Runner and in a later episode, Joe receives this horse as a
gift in The Stallion.
Trudy, the young girl in The Sure Thing, rides one of the greys from
Horse of a Different Hue. Quite why Hoss calls it a 'nag' when it
seems to be very well bred is anyone's guess. Jealousy? Horse of
a Different Hue is one of the few episodes where you see both horses playing one part – but this is because of the story line.
The dark-maned grey from this episode appears in The Lonely Runner and is Andy Watson's mount in the episode The Other
Son.
There is a lovely matched pair of blue roans pulling the buckboard in The Boss and a heavier pair of chestnuts with blond
manes that appear in My Brother’s Keeper and The Deadly Ones among other eps. They belong either to Diaz' Mexicans or a
buggy hire company, or the Cartwrights, depending on the episode. There is a very nice pair of bays that pull the buggy. It
would be interesting to know where they were kept – the barn was a fair sized building, but never seemed to house more than
the family's horses, except on the very odd occasion, for example when Joe is seriously injured by a panicked horse in Matter
of Circumstance.
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There was a sturdily built brown gelding that was habitually loaned to guest stars to ride, presumably because it was of a
placid disposition. Bettina rode it in The Deadliest Game; Lucy rode it in The Far Far Better Thing; Harry Starr got it in
The Underdog; Joe gave it to Connie McKee as a gift in Denver McKee. It was also gifted to Willow in The Spitfire, yet it
always seemed to be there the next time they needed a spare horse. Perhaps it found its way home at the end of each
episode.
Neither Candy nor Jamie had horses that were particularly distinctive. Candy seemed to ride a nondescript chestnut with
no star or blaze and Jamie had a brown horse – could it be the same brown horse that was loaned out or given away in
earlier episodes?
In Commitment at Angelus, Candy and Joe are bringing back a string of horses and the majority of them are strikingly
similar looking chestnuts with white blazes.
The flashiest horse ever seen on BONANZA was a beautiful palomino, featuring in The Underdog. Palominos, despite
what Ben says, are not strictly a breed, although there are people trying to establish it as a breed. It is in truth a colour;
gold, with blond manes and tails. A palomino should be anything from three shades lighter to three shades darker than a
new-minted gold coin.
These are just a few of the horses that make appearances in BONANZA, but they are the ones its worth keeping an eye
open for. Give yourself a pat on the back if you can recognise all the Cochises!
Terms for the different markings on horses
Stockings – white as far as the knee
Socks – white as far as the fetlock or ankle
Blaze – a stripe that goes from beneath the forelock to the horse's nose. It can be broad, narrow, straight, or oddly
shaped.
Star – a white mark on the horse's forehead, usually between the eyes.
Snip – a white mark anywhere on the horse's face, but usually lower down, on the muzzle
Near side – the left side of a horse as you stand facing its head. This is the side horses should be mounted from.
This article was originally published in Bonanza Gold in 2006.
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Introducing Candy

by Rose

David Canary first appeared as a guest star in the ninth season episode Sense of Duty. Although little information is given
about Candy in this episode, here is an episode summary of Sense of Duty for all us Candy-fans. Even if you're not, it's never
too late to start adoring him!
Sense of Duty
Writer: John Hawkins
Story: Gil Lasky and Abe Polsky
Director: William Witney
As Ben, Hoss, and Joe are riding back home, they run into an ambush
between the Army and Paiutes. They, being the Cartwrights that they are,
get caught up in the middle of it. Ben meets up with the Sergeant of the
Army detail that was just fighting. The Sergeant explains that the reason for
the attack was because the Army had just captured Wabuska, a mighty
warrior with a mighty big bone to pick with the white men. In retaliation of
Wabuska's arrest, all the other Indian tribes are fighting back to retrieve
their new leader, who claims he is a god. The Sergeant then goes on to say
how his orders are to leave Wabuska in the custody of the Commanding
Officer of the 116th Militia in Virginia City, Major Benjamin Cartwright.
Puzzled, Ben reveals his identity to the Sergeant, saying that the 116th had
been deactivated years ago. After showing Ben the orders, the Sergeant
adds that the 116th and Ben have been called for duty again.
Back in Virginia City, Joe and Hoss try to recruit men for the Militia while Ben
is told the current situation - the night before, Wabuska had tried to light the jail on fire, proclaiming that he cannot burn. Out of
the twenty men gathered, seven volunteer for duty. The new "recruits" include Joe, Hoss, a trigger-happy kid, a drunkard and
his brother along with two other men, with Ben as the leader, along with the Sergeant. With that, the troops march away.
Hours into the trip, the sun is still blazing, and Ben and the Sergeant realize that no matter how annoying some of these men
are, they are lucky to have the extra guns.
When they make camp, guard duty is assigned to all the men, and soon, everything is settled. Later that night, a lone figure
wanders into the camp on foot, with his rifle in hand, although it isn't cocked or aimed. As if it was the most natural thing in the
world, he asks for a can of peaches. (Yup, You guessed it! Our boy Candy!) Of course, Ben and the Sergeant inquire about
the man, for it seems as if he has appeared from nowhere.
After a quick introduction, Candy explains that he was just a wanderer, who had wandered right into Indian country. His horse
was shot out from under him, and for the last two days he has walked. Since he heard voices, he had decided to walk straight
into the camp. Candy's business was “trying to stay alive”. Ben isn't too happy about Candy's seemingly cheeky attitude.
Candy decides, for the time being, to stay with the camp after he's given a second can of peaches.
Coyotes began to howl, and Wabuska howls back, as if communicating with them. Candy runs over and holds his knife to his
throat, informing the camp that Wabuska was communicating with the other Paiutes. If he kept singing, all the Indian tribes
would be there, ready to attack and Wabuska would keep up his threat to kill everyone.
In the dead of night, a scream is heard. It comes from Kelly, the trigger
happy kid who had come looking for glory. An Indian scout was coming at
him with a knife. Like the kid he truly was, Kelly froze, and the Indian
gives him a fatal stab and runs off. Candy runs off after the Indian on foot,
and kills him with a knife of his own. Then to everyone's astonishment,
Candy runs off into the night! Ben looks out into the distance, scanning
the horizon, but his hopes aren't confirmed. Suddenly, he wants to know
more about that Candy fellow.
Later that night, Candy returns to the camp with a horse following him.
He announces his presence with yet another sarcastic comment. When
Ben asks him why he ran off like that, Candy indifferently replies that
since he knew that the Paiute had come in on a horse, it had to be nearby.
No arguing there. Candy goes on to explain that the horse he found was
an army horse. The Sergeant steps forward and instantly recognizes the
horse as the owned by his commanding officer. He rightly assumes that it
means that he and the rest of his troops have been killed. Knowing that
the Indians will soon be looking for the horse he took from them, Candy advises the group to keep moving. Ben agrees, and
asks Candy if he would like to stay. Although Candy isn't sure why, he agrees.
Page 12
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The next night, when they are all about to leave, it is discovered that Hack, the brother of the drunk has been captured. It was
just one more thing to break the troops. As if to push that even farther, Hack's dead body is found tied out on a stake, looking as
if he had been tortured before death. Steve, Hack's brother, attempts to run out there, but he was soon restrained by Candy
and Ben. Both know what the Indians have planned.
Night falls, and the troop's moral isn't any better. Trying to keep
the ounce of compassion that he had for Wabuska, Hoss offers
him a generous meal. The Paiute refuses blatantly and knocks
the plate of food out of Hoss's hands. Hoss gruffly tells Wabuska
that it isn't his problem if he doesn't want to eat. At the sound of the
plate knocking against the ground, Candy is quick to spin around
and cock the gun in the direction of Wabuska to protect Hoss.
Although no words are spoken, the act doesn't go unnoticed by
Hoss. More threats start spewing from Wabuska, and Hoss
instantly gags him just to shut him up.
The howling starts again, and the look on Candy's face tells
everyone that they really weren't coyotes. They all decide to move
out in two hours. Without dodging war parties, it would a take a
good ten hours to reach their destination.
In the high noon sun, everyone is riding along at a steady pace.
They can all feel the heat blazing down on their necks. Out of the
blue, the Indians that had planned a massacre rise from the sandy
ground they had buried themselves in and strike. Heavily outnumbered, the Militia fights back as best they can, although it
seems like a losing battle. The Sergeant is injured, and "Major" Cartwright helps him to a safe spot, with his sons and Candy
following him. Ben also takes Chief Winnemucca with him.
With a fire in his eyes, Ben demands why Winnemucca had proclaimed war. The Chief and Ben go back and forth, with
Winnemucca insisting that Wabuska would lead his people to victory, proclaiming how Wabuska is god-like.
Ben can't stand it anymore. The senselessness, the violence, the death and the blood - it's just too much. In a fit of rage, Ben
draws his gun and points it at Wabuska. He challenges Wabuska to use his magic, to escape the bullet. Wabuska thinks that
Ben will really shoot him. He begins to squirm in his seat against the rock. Winnemucca is outraged at this. It was for
Wabuska, a fake leader, that good Indian braves as well as soldiers, had died today. In a fit of his own rage that was justified,
Winnemucca takes the gun from Ben and aims it at Wabuska, hitting him in the arm. The wound isn't fatal.
Chief Winnemucca apologizes to Ben, and the Sergeant for all the trouble he caused. The brave Indian walks back to the
tribes, and they all ride away, leaving Wabuska to face a trial for his actions, and probably, a sentence. As Hoss and Candy
help the Sergeant up, Joe confronts Ben about his threat to Wabuska. Joe wanted to know if Ben would have shot him. Ben
asks Joe what he would've done in the face of all the killing. The question remains unanswered.
I decided I really couldn't deny anyone this last scene. I just love it so much.
It's the start of a great, lifelong bond between the Cartwrights and Candy.
I'm going to put the dialogue in it as well.
Candy is saddling up the horse he had stolen, with Ben beside him. "I've
been meaning to ask you, what's this military duty pay?" he asks as he
looks up.
“Volunteer duty?" Ben says as he tightens his horse's saddle. "Food,
bandages as needed, and a big vote of thanks."
Candy looks at Ben wryly with that explanation. "You think that vote of
thanks could be stretched to include a horse and a saddle?" Candy asks.
"If you recall, mine was shot out from under me."
Ben agrees quickly. “Yeah. I guess it can,” he says with a glint in his eye. “And more maybe. You know, we're gonna need
some more round-up hands once we get back to the ranch.”
“It'll be hard work,” Hoss interjects. “But one thing's for sure. The Paiutes won't be shooting your horse out from under ya.”
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Candy looks at the ground. Suddenly he can't meet Ben's eyes. “Oh, no thanks. I'm not looking for a steady job. I've got
a lot of travelling to do.”
Joe steps in. “Kinda sounds to me like the man doesn't like hard work,” he snickers to Hoss.
“Now wait a minute,” Candy defends. “The two of you never saw the day where I couldn't work you both right into the
ground. I can show you more riding, more roping, more bulldoggin'…”
Hoss cuts Candy off before he gets carried away. “Looks like you just hired yourself another hand, Pa.” Ben just shrugs
with an innocent smile on his face.
Candy lets out a sarcastic laugh. He'd been outsmarted. “Alright. Alright, for a while,” he replies. “But it's gotta but both
ways. I can leave any time I get the notion, and you can send me down the road the same way.
“Sounds fair enough,” Joe mumbles as he mounts.
“Yeah. I guess it sounds fair enough,” Ben smiles. “Well, boys, looks like we've got ourselves a new hand. Mister…” He
turns to Candy. “You've got yourself a job.”
The four ride away for home, and the start of a new era.
THE END… until the next episode.
And that is Sense of Duty right there for you! Hope you all enjoyed it!

September 10 - 14, 2009
Lake Tahoe, Nevada
For information and details about the convention go to
http://www.bonanza-convention.com/
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Ponderosa Trip

For our 25th anniversary in 1999, my husband, David, took me to the Ponderosa. We had spent Labor Day weekend
and a few days before, in California with David's daughter and her husband and flew from Orange County to Reno before
going home.
Since we were at the Ponderosa after Labor Day, some of the attractions were closed. They usually closed everything
the end of October. We missed the wagon camp breakfast and having a Hoss burger for lunch. But the main attraction,
the house, was open. The gift shop was also open; I never pass up a gift shop. LOL
It was late morning when we got there and we froze! It was sweater weather down the mountain in Reno, and we had
only windbreakers with sweaters on under them. Some of the smarter tourists at the Ponderosa were dressed for winter.
It did warm up some as the afternoon went on.
Mr. Royce Anderson (the owner’s son) told us that it wasn't unusual to have snow there in September and into May. He
said they usually opened in May, but one year they couldn't because of the snow.
Even though I knew it wasn't the place where BONANZA was filmed and the "real home" of "the Cartwrights", I got
goosebumps going into the house.
I hope you enjoy the pictures. I'm sorry for the darkness of the indoor pictures, the flash on my camera wasn't working
right.
- Article by Ginny F

Ben’s Parking Lot

Familiar scene?
Notice the roving
bunkhouse is hiding
behind the trees to the left.
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Yours truly

Hubby, David

Notice the snow on the
mountain peaks in
September.
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A peek of Lake Tahoe
behind the fence.

Familiar stairway

Our favorite dining room
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Who forgot to light the
fire?
Notice the top of the
famous settee?

Scary Ben!

Little Church of the
Ponderosa
People could actually get
married there. David said
it was a good thing I didn’t
know it in 1974.
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Why Write Bonanza?
by Monette Bebow-Reinhard
People note that Felling of the Sons is my only published novel and they ask why - why if I've been writing so long is this all I've
got? Well, call it kismet, for one thing. And maybe, too, it's that "find one thing you're good at and stick with it" philosophy. Oh,
I do write other novels and books, and will keep trying to get them published. I've published articles, short stories, things like
that. But I keep writing BONANZA because I owe a lot to this TV series - mainly that it saved my sanity (such as it is), not once,
but three times.
In 1959, a couple of months after the show first aired, my sister
Diane died. Now I was only six and she was four, and I didn't
understand where she went and why she couldn't come back.
Then I would see Cartwrights get shot up on TV and they never
died. They came back good as new the next week. That was the
kind of family I wanted.
Then in 1965, that September, Adam Cartwright didn't come back.
He didn't get a farewell show, no closure to his character, nothing.
Just gone, like my sister Diane, only by this time I was 12 so I knew
better. But, since I had for years been writing BONANZA stories in
my head at night while trying to sleep-I've always been a bit of an
insomniac-I learned that I could keep Adam alive inside me. Then
two years after he left, my father died. My father, who had become
my best friend, died on Christmas Eve. For awhile I even wanted
to die with him, until I remembered how I kept Adam alive inside me
and I put Dad there too. Dad had always been a hero for me, and
now he had to be another invisible one.
The third was in 1992. I decided I had to quit smoking. I had just rediscovered BONANZA, the years with Adam, in 1990 when
they aired on local TV and fell in love all over again. By this time I had three kids of my own. Of course, I always knew I wanted
three. In 1992, another try at quitting-we were on our way to Disneyland for vacation, I had my notebook and pen - I was going
to write my first BONANZA short story to get my mind off that other addiction.
It worked! (Well, that and sniffing leather.) But I told my husband Joe that I enjoyed writing BONANZAs so much I may never
write anything else.
The best thing about loving BONANZA is how it helped me raise
my children. I didn't play favorites like my parents because Ben
taught me that we can find something special and unique to love in
each of our children. And we never interfered with their
arguments by taking sides.
Also somewhere in there, 1991-1992, I discovered two more links
to BONANZA. I discovered there were fanzine magazines that
published short western fanfic stories (for free of course, no one
can make unauthorized money on these stories), and I discovered
the worldwide web with my new Prodigy software. I saw there
were other lists devoted to fans of many TV shows, but no one had
yet started one on BONANZA.
The web was different back then, more limited in access. On
Prodigy we had what were called 'bulletin boards' where we
placed comments and then checked back to see if anyone
responded to what we had said. And people did! Boy, did they
ever! There was a whole world out there falling in love with
BONANZA and Adam, all over again and for the first time. I got to know people, like Marianne Taylor who I finally met at the first
BONANZA convention in 1999. I also kept writing short fiction, a few more to get published in fanfic magazines (all now
available in Cartwright Saga). Those magazines have since disappeared as fanfic online magazines developed.
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One day I made a mistake with these fanzines, though - I had
the 'nerve' to comment on another story, on its strengths and
weaknesses, to someone who thought her writing was
perfect. As a writer I thought everyone wanted to know this!
I've tried to be careful about reading fanfic since then. By this
time, anyway, our Prodigy list was taking off. The excitement
built as we learned that David Dortort had authorized a TV
movie, Bonanza The Return, and a retrospect to air in
November, 1993. My husband and I bought our first big
screen TV specifically in time to watch them and, even more, I
decided this was the perfect time to contact Mr. Dortort about
my short stories. As a writer-wannabe, there is nothing more
natural than wanting permission to get them professionally
published and available to the public, and all this new public
awareness of the show seemed to be perfect timing.
I wrote and told Mr. Dortort enough about me to peak his
interest, I guess-about my three kids, raising them
BONANZA style, how my family inadvertently had Cartwright
names (Ben, Joe, Adam), and how Adam Cartwright had kept
me sane. I also told him about our internet fan site. That was
exactly the right thing to say, it turned out.
Not too much later I received a startling email - from Danny Sarnoff, associate producer of Bonanza the Return! He wanted to
recruit our fan list to help with the retrospect, and he told me that David Dortort would be writing to me shortly. Well, you'd
never heard such a scream as that in your life!
Sarnoff had been told by Mr. Dortort to have the fans choose their favorite scenes for the retrospect. I chose Adam throwing
down his hat in The Savage. Sarnoff began to 'chat' on the bulletin board with all of the fans, getting their feedback, and even
told us that Pernell Roberts had agreed to host the retrospect. A few days later he told us the deal fell through-turned out they
couldn't afford him.
This was the peak of excitement on the list but it was also the beginning of the end of the Prodigy list for me. A gradual crack
formed on the list in the Adam versus post-Adam fans. The retrospect focused nearly completely on the Adam years, with only
a glimpse of Candy and nothing on Jamie. Once these two specials aired, Sarnoff disappeared and personality clashes
began to emerge on the board. This was not a problem of my making, nor did I know how to fix it. The anger was directed at all
Adam fans, but at me especially, for having gotten the attention of Mr. Dortort! I still remember one woman terrorizing me,
affecting me in 'real' life, besides. I finally had to get off the list I had created, leaving me with a less than comfortable feeling
about BONANZA fandom.
For the three years I was fixated on getting Mr.
Dortort to read my work. In his first letter he told me
how grateful he was to the fans of the series - our
Prodigy list was even quoted in national publicity for
the first movie - but he couldn't give me authorization
because Stephen Calder had it exclusively until the
end of 1994. So I asked him to read a script I was
developing for another movie, because I thought he
had a great cast and should get right to work on
another movie. I managed to get Danny Sarnoff to
read it but Mr. Dortort graciously declined the offer.
In the meantime I had begun work on what I thought
would be just another short story-was I wrong!
Felling of the Sons became my most ambitious
work to date and I kept on it in anticipation of
snatching that coveted authorization in 1995.
Mr. Dortort was not to be swayed, however, even in
1995, to read my work or give me any further
attention. I kept working on the script, which I
thought would be a sure-fire hit, because it brought Adam Cartwright back from Australia to the ranch-to die. How awesome
would that be!? Giving Pernell Roberts the closure to the character he never had! I kept up my correspondence to Mr. Dortort,
careful not to be a pest, telling him I was sure Pernell would want to do this script.
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Three years passed since that first contact, during which time I finished Felling, asked Mr. Dortort for authorization, and
refused to give up on the script. I sent the script to NBC, to a number of potential producers, tried to get an agent, all contacts I
made telling them if they were interested, they were sure to get the authorization from Mr. Dortort.
Of course, regular life went on as well. I started college in 1994, in part due to encouragement I'd gotten on another novel, and
began to pursue my BA in history. My daughter graduated from high school in 1996, the same year that I finally broke down
and, in sheer frustration, wrote and told Mr. Dortort that I was coming to LA and would he like to talk in person about the script?
I had a brother living in LA who was involved in the movie industry-working as an extra. He generously offered me a piece of
his floor to sleep on. By this time also I had written three other movie scripts, non-BONANZA, which I planned to try and
circulate.
Mr. Dortort wrote back, it seemed, almost immediately with his phone number, telling me to contact him as soon as I got to LA.
I booked my flight that same day.

TO BE CONTINUED

You can buy this book from
http://www.amazon.com/Felling-Sons-Bonanza-Novel/dp/1594311609
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Fanfic Advice
Advice from various authors to help writers
develop their skills.
If you have a question, email it to
sneddy@bonanzabrand.net
To Grab or Not to Grab

Giving Credit

Many fan fiction writers seem to think the only
word available to describe picking up of lifting
something is "grab".

You should give your reader credit for having
good sense and some understanding of the
human heart and psychology.

Now, you may well grab for your gun in an
emergency, but you don't grab your teacup at a
fancy dinner -- not if you have any manners -and you probably don't grab your saddle from the
rack, set it gently on your horse's back and
spend a few moments petting him. Lift, or take or
hoist would work nicely here.

You really don't need to explain every little thing.
Just like you don't have to attribute every word
that is spoken. It is often clear from the content
who is speaking.

Goodness knows there are plenty of
alternatives, to name a few:
lift, take, take up, pick up, raise, bring up,
elevate, catch, carry off, clutch, get hold of,
fasten upon, grasp, grip, hoist, hold, heft, lay
hands on, lay hold of, nab, seize, snag, snatch,
etc.

If you have done a good job of your story telling,
the reader will know if the character is
brokenhearted, or on top of the world. Even
much more subtle emotions can be conveyed by
dialog and description without spelling it out.
What does it tell you if you say, "His shoulders
drooped, and he looked away." Or, "His lips
closed in a straight, hard line; a harsh breath
flared his nostrils.”

Emotion
Should You Stick to the Show?
I don't think you can possibly stick to what ONLY
the show did. First, it limits you creatively. And as
the show is over 40 years old it's kind of hard
enough to come up with anything original without
limiting yourself to what was ONLY portrayed on
the show.
It's much nicer to have some leeway. So, to
answer the question I think you pretty much have
to go by with what men did at the time as long as
it still manages to keep things in character. I can't
see Adam gambling all the time, but might he
play here and there...yes, I can see that. Maybe
to keep his brother out of trouble, or perhaps to
save some from making a bad mistake. Heck, it
was obvious that in the show he did have some
knowledge of the game as he was able to spot a
cheat now and again.
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I believe that conveying emotion on the page
doesn't mean emoting all over the place, or the
ever-popular falling-to-his-knees-in-emotionalagony.
A truly emotional scene needs to be built from
the beginning of the story - illustration of the
character of the person, the setting of the story,
the story arc itself, the main character's
attachment to whatever is going to set him off,
etc - all of that can be set up in advance so that
the actual moment of maximum emotional
impact takes relatively few words.
It's much easier to get some emotional oomph
to a story if you spend a little time setting it up.
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Ben’s Diary
by Joan Sattler
24th August 1863
Those boys of mine! Honestly, who would think that three reasonably intelligent young men could get themselves into so
much trouble? They have just about done me in during these past weeks and I'm ready to throttle the three of them.
It all started some weeks ago when Hoss allowed his younger
brother to "manage" him yet again. You'd think that middle boy
of mine would have learnt his lesson by now, wouldn't you? But
oh no! He had to go and let that young scallywag talk him into
entering a wrestling match in town with visions of great
winnings. He should know by now that anything Little Joe thinks
is a good plan usually leads to chaos, but once again he
followed him blindly into a mess of trouble.
Now don't get me wrong. Hoss is as sturdy as a Missouri mule
for sure and I have no doubt that he has the ability to beat
anyone hands down. But the problem was that he got a mite too
enthusiastic about things and in the heat of the moment
wrestled Bearcat Sampson so hard that he broke several of his
ribs.
Adam was acting insufferably while all this was going on and
insisted on betting me a month's wages. I nearly slapped him
when he gave me one of those smug looks of his when Hoss ended up by breaking some of Bearcat's ribs, but not
technically pinning him within the five minute time limit. This meant of course that I was out a whole month's wages for
Adam who couldn't hide his mirth. I swear that my eldest son can sometimes make me feel like still putting him over me
knee for a good tanning like I did when he was smaller. Life was sure a lot easier when those boys of mine were young
enough to follow my rules. Nowadays they seem to all have minds of their own and follow their own rules.
Well the upshot of all of this was that Hoss, being the kind-hearted boy that he is, decided that he was responsible for
keeping Bearcat Sampson's job open for him while he recovered, and went on the road with that sneaky Mr Tweedy and his
circus. Of course, Little Joe decided to go along for the ride and that's where all the troubles began. Joe wrote me that they
had made over $400 and they sounded like they were having a good time while Hoss was taking in all those winnings.
Adam and I had a very quiet few weeks without them, although I must admit that the house was very quiet and lonely for a
time there. One thing about those boys of mine is that they
always seem to fill a space whenever they're around. Adam
was busy getting all the railroad ties cut for our order with Mr
Ramsey at the railroad company and before we knew it our
two miscreant family members were home again, filling our
heads with stories of their time on the road and all the money
that Hoss (and indirectly Little Joe) had made.
I was just beginning to think that they were finally growing up
a bit and taking a mature approach to life when they hit me
between the eyes with their latest piece of mischief. You
wouldn't believe what they came home with. An elephant!
Yes, I kid you not …. an elephant! Apparently Angus Tweedy
had talked them into accepting it as payment for all Hoss'
winnings and the two imbeciles accepted. Joe said that they
had signed a paper to that effect and couldn't get out of the
deal. If I've told them once, I've told them a thousand times
…. Be careful what you sign your name to. But did they listen
to me? No they didn't and that's what caused all the
problems that followed.
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Ben’s Diary
Now, I'm always one for sizing up a good bargain in livestock,
but an elephant? Jumping Jephosophat what were we
supposed to do with an elephant? Hoss suggested training her
to plough and Little Joe turned on one of his best puppy-dog
expressions which he always thinks will make me change my
mind, before proceeding to show me how tame Old Sheba (the
elephant) really was. I told them that I didn't care how tame she
was….She had to go as an elephant has absolutely no
business being in the front yard of The Ponderosa. Actually, an
elephant has no business being anywhere on The Ponderosa
at all! All I could see was an elephant where an elephant should
never be. It didn't help my temper when I saw Adam smirking
yet again in the background either.
That Tweedy! I swear he saw my two boys as an easy target
when he tried to swindle them. Now I know that Hoss is far too
trusting when it comes to situations like this, but Joe should
have known better. The problem with my youngest son is that
he gets all caught up in a situation and can't see past it, and Hoss blindly follows wherever Joe leads. They've always been
like that - even when they were children. Put those together and trouble is usually the result.
Now I've always taught my sons to honour the other person when doing business dealings, but it was obvious to me that Mr
Angus Tweedy was someone who didn't know what the word honour meant, so I decided to take matters into my own
hands and show the boys how these things should be handled.
However, the minute I waltzed that elephant into town I regretted it. To be honest, the sight of Mr Ben Cartwright riding an
elephant down Main Street isn't a sight the townsfolk of Virginia City see every day so I can't really blame them for acting
the way they did, but I suspect that some people won't let me forget what a sight I was in a hurry.
That Tweedy is a wily one though. Not only did he try to flim-flam me, but I ended up spending a sleepless night while I sat
up elephant babysitting and had to pay for a whole sack on peanuts into the bargain. I really tried! I tried to get someone….
anyone… to take that elephant off my hands. Roy Coffee was no help either. I swear that he was enjoying the whole
spectacle of me and that elephant and wouldn't so much as debate the legalities of the situation with myself and Tweedy. I
wouldn't have been surprised if the two of them had been in cahoots together! That Tweedy ended up wanting me to pay
for him to take Sheba off my hands, so you can imagine my reaction to that. No way was I going to pay that thief!
It was right about then that I decided that Sheba was no longer my responsibility and took her back to the two
troublemakers who'd started the whole mess in the first place. After all, in hindsight it really wouldn't have been good for
Hoss and Joe's characters if I'd sorted out the problem
for them, would it? At least that's what I told myself. I
had a bad back from sitting up all night with that animal
and I was stiff and sore from riding it all the way to town
and back again, so when Adam told me that Snake
Creek had run dry and there were problems with
getting those railroad ties down from the mountain,
well …I nearly lost my temper full on right there. I swear
that the gods had turned against me.
I ordered Hoss and Joe to stand a round the clock
watch on that pesky elephant, which didn't really do
any good anyway. Between Sheba's thumping and
Hoss' yelling all night no one got much sleep. Hop Sing
was muttering about going back to Old China at
breakfast the next morning and I had a thumping
headache, which wasn't helped by the fact that I
discovered that Hoss had been throwing stones at the
windows to wake Joe up the night before and had
succeeded in breaking one of them. Sheba had
managed to break the barn door as well and by
breakfast time I was sick and tired of the sight of her.
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Hoss and Joe disappeared into town with the animal before I could yell at them, while Adam and I tried to get our heads
around what to do with the problem of the railroad ties up on the mountain. It was at that moment that it dawned on me.
Sheba! One thing that elephants have is brute strength and Sheba certainly had plenty of that. It made perfect sense to me
to harness that brute strength and use the elephant to haul the logs down from the mountain. If she was going to eat us out
of house and home, then she might as well make herself useful doing something while she was busy eating all our winter
supplies.
Well you wouldn't read about it, but just when I'd
figured out a way to use Sheba, Hoss and Joe
arrived home without her. It seems that Joseph had
slickered Tweedy into taking her back after all by
threatening to run a rival circus alongside his if he
didn't. If that boy could put those brains of his to
good use instead of always putting them towards
trouble, then he might actually do well at something
for a change. But oh no! Joe's timing as usual was
impeccable and he managed to get rid of Sheba just
when we needed her most.
Not only had he got rid of the elephant, but they had
exchanged her for the mangiest looking mule you'd
ever seen. I swear that I was about to take my
youngest son over my knee at that point, but I
controlled myself in time and let them know in no
uncertain terms that it was now up to them to get
those logs down from the mountain, come hell or
high water. I washed my hands of it!
I'll give Hoss his due though. Once that middle son of mine puts his mind to it, he can work harder than anyone I know. Not
so his younger brother though, who I suspect let Hoss do far more than his share. In fact, judging by the way Hoss looked
after a week of toiling away up on that mountain, I more than suspect it …. I'm sure of it. However it got done though, and I
was just glad that it had been finished and that my contract with Mr Ramsey was fulfilled.
Adam had a good laugh at his brothers' expense when it started raining as soon as the work was all done and he took great
delight in telling them that it would be raining a deluge up on the mountain and that Snake Creek would be running in no
time. I thought that Hoss was about to kill Little Joe when he heard that and I could tell that Joe was in serious danger of
being flattened right about then. To be honest, I wouldn't have blamed Hoss if he had pounded his younger brother, but right
at that moment Joseph did what he does best. He quickly turned Hoss' thoughts from anger to excitement by reminding
him that they now had a great chance of winning the Annual Snake Creek Canoe Contest. Within seconds he was planning
with Joe about what they would do with their winnings. Adam and I just couldn't believe it!
I must go now. I can hear sounds of hammering coming from the barn and that's a mighty suspicious sign as far as I'm
concerned. The last I heard, Little Joe was jabbering something about a "very large canoe". If they're messing up that barn
with canoe fixings …. well, you'll likely hear me yelling from wherever you are...
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LIFE IS GOOD by Lillian
HOSS SAT AT THE EDGE OF THE BED. EVEN IN SLEEP, PAIN
WOULDN’T LEAVE JOE ALONE.
THE VISION OF A BLOODY JOE, BEATEN HALF TO DEATH, SEARED
HIS MIND. BUT, HOSS MADE SURE THAT JOHN REAGAN WOULDN’T
HURT ANYONE AGAIN.
HOSS NOTICED TWO GREEN EYES LOOKING AT HIM.
"YOU JUST GONNA SIT THERE STARING AT ME?"
"NO, I WAS DECIDIN’ IF I SHOULD LET YOU SLEEP THE NIGHT AWAY.”
“I’VE SLEPT ENOUGH. I TELL YOU, WHILE I WAS SLEEPING, I WAS
THINKING AND I GOT THIS IDEA…”
HOSS LAUGHED. JOE WAS BACK TO DREAMING AND SCHEMING.
“I’M LISTENIN’ LITTLE BROTHER.”

Limericks

These were written to celebrate the anniversary of Dan Blocker’s birthday in 2008.
His hands have been known to bend steel,
And he always enjoys a good meal,
But by far his best talent?
He's heartbreakingly gallant
And that's why our hearts he did steal.
- Harper

There once was a big baby named Dan
Who grew up a Goliath of a man
Yet he never was a bully
And lived his life fully
As only a fan of life can
- Dodo
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Hoss was a character rare
Smart and gentle though as large as a bear
A man of great strength
He'd go to any length
To be sure everyone was treated fair
- Patina

There once was a guy named Dan
He was known to be quite a big man
But we all loved him as the gentle Hoss
Although his death was quite a loss
Many will always remain to be his fan.
- Iceangelmkx
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Candy
Quiz

1. True or False: Candy left home after a few fatherly lectures.
2. Which episode is Candy trapped in an abandoned mine with Ben?
a: Judgment at Olympus
b: To Die in Darkness
c: A World Full of Cannibals
3. In which episode does Candy say "I want ten dollars more a month than he's making."?
a: The Stronghold
b: The Big Jackpot
c: The Trackers
4. In which episode does Candy not meet old friends from the army?
a: Salute to Yesterday
b: Company of Forgotten Men
c: Kingdom of Fear
5. Candy and Hoss travel to which town in the episode Dead Wrong?
a: Sunville
b: Olympus
c: Carson City
6. True or False: Candy was a soldier before he met the Cartwrights.
7. True or False: Candy first met Griff King in the Nevada State Prison.
8. In Candy's first appearance on BONANZA in the episode A Sense of Duty, when he walks into the
Cartwright's desert camp, what does he ask for in addition to a horse?
a: a piece of jerky
b: a can of peaches
c: a rifle
9. True or False: At one time, the character of Candy had been married.
10. In the episode Showdown at Tahoe, what new venture did the Cartwrights go into, that gave Candy a new
job?
a: A steamboat that travelled on Lake Tahoe, with Candy as Captain
b: Silver Mining, with Candy as Mine Supervisor
c: Owners of a restaurant, with Candy as Maitre'd

ANSWERS:
1. True - Candy tells Ben about it in “A Girl Named George”
2. b: To Die in Darkness
3. a: The Stronghold
4. c: Kingdom of Fear
5. a: Sunville
6. False - Candy grew up in army forts but he was never a soldier.
7. False - Candy first met Griff in Montana.
8. b: a can of peaches
9. True - he was married to Ann, but the marriage was annulled by her parents
10 a: A steamboat that travelled on Lake Tahoe, with Candy as Captain
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